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Neg.roes. By Sampson Simmons · 
1936, June-Sept. 
ttI remember a.fter · the death of Sampson Sanders when they 
cut the lmnber at his mill and buJlt the boat on wh;ch his negroes 
were carried down the Guya.ndotte River to the Ohio to ta:ke them 
to a free state, in accordanc~ with his will. When the boa.twas 
complete, and the negroes ·and their goods were loa,ded into it, 
the whole neighborhood turned out to see them go away. My sisters 
a.nd my brother Cornwelzey's wife, Lizzie, cried; and the negroes 
_ I 4 
all cried. They did not wa.nt to go, and some of them came back 1~ 
er, among whom was "Uncle :ro:tm", who rode a. young mare back. The 





returned to the colored settlement, but I am not sure what became 
of him. "Uncle Cal 11 came back to Ironton,Ohio, bought a yoke of 
oxen and the last I hear~ of him, quite a ~hile before ~he civil 
wa.r, he was hauling iron ore from the mines to the furnaces. I 
· --~ remember so well hearing the hammering when they 1;uil t the boat: I 
+-
can hear it yet". 
11 1 ;::ilso remember when Brother Conwelzi e George Summers, al 
and George Gallaher returned, after taking the negroes away. 
They had gone to Cincinnati in the boat they had built, and 
there they took the train into Michigan. There was just one 
train a day at tha,t time, on the Cincinnati-Michigan line, and 
~ at one of the stations through which they paesed, .eorge Simmons t 
got off, and was looking around, and the train left him. He had 
to spend the night there and take the train next day and follow ta 
them to their destination. I remember them, on their return, tell 
ing how fa.st -the tra.in traveled• They ~7id it traveled so fa.st 
that the corn shocks in the field through which they passed seem-




Am opg ·the negroes whom Uncle Sampson freed, I remember 
I 
( !ii) "Bess", "Uncle Bobtt, "Uncle .John'', "Aunt Dorcas", and "Aunt 
Sidney. 
"Uncle Sanders ha.d two very old negro men, 11 Solomon 11 and 
"Uncle Davy 1• Both had been brought in by slade traders, and 
were Guinea negroes from Africa. We lived about one and one-half 
miles f;rom 1•Uncle Sampson's". tt-Uncle Davy" used to come up to 
our house every day. He walked with a long cane with an iron 
point on it. "Uncle Solomon" had -a. big, white spot, a sort of 
birth-mark on his face. He 1 ooked 'so queer with his shiny, black 
fa.ce around this milk-white spot. He alv,ays insisted on going to 
I . 
the polls on election day with "Ma.s Sanders", as he wanted to 
vote", It mattered not who was on the ticket, when Solomon was 
asked for whom he was voting, he called out "for Solomon Thorn-
burg". Mr. Thornburg, having the same name, gave Old Solomon a 
feeling ~f kinship. He always went to the polls and"voted" 
for Mr. Thornburg, whether he wa.s a capdidate or not, and was hap-
py, n:ot knowing that his "vote" ha.d no value. 
My brother ~onwelzi e's negroes Vlere "Dennis 11 , 
"Bett'', ''Spencer" and three children, 11 Shed 1•,· "Charley .. and 
"Hannah". "Shed'i Bett, and Charley had belonged to their 
Grandfather Kilgore, and brother inherited them. Hannah was 
11 Shed's 11 mother, and belonged to Grandmother Kilgore, She lived 
to be 104 years old. Spencer belonged to Mr.Lewis Roffe; and when 
he and our Bett were married Brother gav.e them the biggest wed-
ding in all the country round about. All the ·negroes came, from 
miles around. After the marriage ceremony served in the "white 
folks" dining room. All the white foo,lks in the neighborhood 
came t ,o the wedding. After the negroes had eaten, they retired 
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to the kitchen, and a big dinner was served to the white. 
"Old Brother Calvin Rece performed the marriage ceremony. 
I 
Aft er Spencer and Bet t were ma.rri ed, Spencer begged Brother 
Cornwelzie to buy him from Mr.Roffe. He did so, and gave fi~e 
hundred dollars for him. Brother was very devoted to his negroes. 
"After .Tohn Brown and his Confedera.tes ha.d started their 
insurrection among the 1-Tegroes of the Eastern Panhandle, Fred 
heard a bout it, and ran a.way, hllen came back for tr e rest of the 
negroes, but wa.s caught. Then brother sold all but Shed and Char-
ley. Wade Hampton offered brother thirteen hundred dollars apiece 
for them , but brother told Wade that he didn't have enough money 
to buy those two boys. These two were in no way implicated in the 
run away. This was about 1857. 
"Aft er the war, when the negroes were free, Shed and Cha.r-
1 ey remained at home. Charley married Mrs.Roffe's housemaid, a 
fine ,,oman; and he was a good man. 'lhey had several children, and 
Charley died young, with diabetes. Shed was the son of old ''Jack 
Washington", who belonged to Grandfather Kilgore, and claimed to 
have belonged to George Washington, and bore the Washington name. 
"Aunt Jennie" was one of Gra.ndrnother ~ilgore's negroes. 
When my mother died, she ( Aunt Jennie) came to live v<i th us and to 
take care of we children. My father had died five months before, 
When I was a small boy, we lived on the home place at Milton, the cl 
old Simmons farm on the James River Turnpike, afterv,ards -:: ccupied y 
by Dr.Bennett, Clay Vinson, and his wife, my sister Fanny. I left 
this place in the fall of 1847, when I was four years old. I re-
member seeing old Martin Moore' a negroes fanning the chaff out of ,r 
wheat, by four of them taking hJld of the corner of a. sheet and 
waving it back and forth in the wind. 
. I . 
tt·Old Uncle Tom and Aunt Dinah raised twenty children for 
their master, Mr.Martin Moore. They wwere splendid negroee. Mr. 
moo re, at one time, ha,d a. debt of two thousand dollars on his 
place and the mortgage was about to be foreclosed, and he sold two 
of Uncle Tom and Aunt Dinah's boys off for one thousand dollars 
each, and naid it off. " l~cle Tomtt was a Baptist preacher of no 
mean ability, and had the high respect of all the white people in 
the neighborhood. He would make appointments to preach in differm t 
neighborhoods, and the white people would take all their sla.ves and 
go to hear him preach. It was Uncle Tom who officiated at the 
burial of his master, Mr.Moore. I was a small boy when Mr.Moore 
died, but was present at the funeral, and remember it vividly. 
"Uncle Solomon and Uncle were full of superstition, and 
had-many hair raising stories of ,·witches to tell we children. They 
belonged to Sampson Sanders, and were toth quite old when I remem-
ber· them. I do not remember wha.t became of them after GranQ.mother 
Sanders died. When Sampson Sanders died, in 1849., one of his negro 
slaves took n'e by the mom arm and tried to lead me up to the 
gra.ve. I was only six years old, and I was afraid; hence, hung back 
and refused to go. 
''Uncle St eve and Aunt Annie were two freed netroes who 
lived in Barb ours ville. He wa,s a very large man, and sh~ a very 
tiny woman. She baked ginger bread for sale, and also kept cider. 
We sma.11 boys were :9ermi tted to go to town on Court days and holia-
days with a few half dimes in our pockets to spend for ginger 
brea:d and cider at Aunt Annie's. 
( 
/ 
"UOcle Steve had an old nag with whfch he cultivated fields, 
and also v:orked in town. I do not remember Aunt Annie after the 
war, but I do remember Uncle Steve. She probably died during the 
wa:r 11· • 
"There was not a member in Co. E. who owned a slave. We 
were fighting for our constitutional rights, and not for the 
slaves••. 
"Abe Lincoln orcered General Grant to organize an army of 
thirty thousand negroe1' men to be put in the front of the a.rmy 
and sent through the south, thinking the negroes · would be so 
cruel to the white non-combatants, especially women and children 
that the Confederate soldiers would ha.ve to stop fighting and 
go home, thereby breaking up the Southern army. But, instead of 
being cruel to the southern people, the negro leaders saids "Boys, 
remember these are our own white folks, and they did not commit 
the depredati.ons that the Vlhi te army of foreigners and General 
t 




( Sla.very -- "Abraham .. 
July 27, 1835. 
County Court. 
A deed of ma.mudssion from Reuben Booten to 
, 
"Abraham"-, a. slave, was this day presented in Court; duly 
acknowledged by the said Reuben Booten, to be his a.ct and 
deed, 2nd ordered to be recorded. 
May 3, 1862. 
Ordered that new summons be issued against the 
free negroes in this county, to appear at the June term, 1863. 
June 22, 1857. 
Ordered tha.t it be certified to the Auditor of 
.l:'ublic Accounts that Thos. Shelton, Jesse Booten, James Shelton, 
Thos. Rowsey, Simeon Sumpter did arrest four fugitive sla.ve men, 
the property of Chas. K. Morris, of this County, named Isaac, 
Abraham, Leonard a.nd Levi, in Lawr€nce County, State of Ohio ,and 
were delivered to said Morris by them, and received $200.00 for 
each slave as a, reward by agreement with sa:i!d Morris. The object 
of this certificate is to obrain from the State of Virginia for 
\ 
said Thoe. Shelton, and others the bounty granted. ty Seventh 
Section of Chapter forty- nine, (49) of the Acts of the General 
Assembly of Virginia (Passed llch 17, 1856) 
' October 14, 1858. Ordered that Edward Parker and 
Lylla, his wife, Patience, Delphia, Joseph and Clark, free ne -
groes, be sur,moned to show cause, if any they can, to the next 
term of this Court why the permission heretofore granted them 
to rf:ma.in in this Commonweal th, shall not be revoked. 
Slavery. I 
By- 5-249-April 10, 1848. Case against a ma.n for stealing sla.ves 
from Capt. Wm • .Tenkins. 
May 27, 1850. Ordered that all J'ustices of the Peace be 
Stur>JDoned to consider the anplication of Edmond and Scilla, people 
of color, to 11 ve and remain in this county. 
Bk 5. P. 149, Sept. 23, 1850. 
Erunond and Scilla, people of color, granted leave to 
remain in this state during the pleasure of the Court. 
:M ch. 26, 1851. 
Isom, a man of color, petitioned Court for permission 
to remti'in in state, he having been conscripted by Sampson Sanders 
He was permitted to remain during plea.sure of the Court. 
Feb,27, 1854. In an attac~.ment suit of Hill&, Co. vs. Chas.Foll-
ansbee, an attachment was served upon "permelis", a slave, ~nd lt 
other property. 
Slavery. The register of County Court 
Dec.6, 1858. , Samuel Wallace, a. free man of color, wa.s this day 
presented in Court and ordered recorded. Same date: The same 
as to Isom Sanders. The same as to Lewi ·s Fullerton. 
May 7, 1861, 
Ordered that Joseph Smith, Edmund and 'Lilla Parker 
Lewis Fullerton, Isom Sanders, Flemin , Delphia (Conner)- -- of 
this county be summoned to appear before the Justices of the 
County Court at the June, 1861 term, to show cause, if any, they 
can why the permission, if any they haJre, granted heretofore to 
7 
them, to remain in this Commonwealth, shall not be revoked, 
a·nd also that free negroes, 
who have been emanciapted since the fourth Thursday in October, 
1851, and who have remained in the Commonwealth more than 
twelve months since their emanci-pa.tion, be sw.moned to appear 
befo,re the Justices of the Peace of the County Court at the 
June term, 1861, and to show ca.use, if any they can, why they 
have not forfeited their freedom, a.nd why they sha.11 not be 
ordered to be sold in slavery. It is further ordered by the Coutt 
that the Clerk ascertain, ~ if possible, , the names of the sev-
era.1 free negroes in this county (of the Commissioner of Reve-
nue, of this County) in that he answer the same in the above 
blank. 
Jine 3, 1861. Edmund and Lilla, his wife, free persons of . color, 
against whom a. rule was a.warded at the May term, 1861, to surrend:e r 
them to appear here on this day to show cause, if any they 
could, why the permission, if any they ha.ve, to remain in this· Com~ 
monwealth should not be revoked, this day appeered in Court; and 
the Court, having heard all the evidence, the Court refused to re-
voke the -priviledge heretofore granted to them to rema.in in this 
Commonweal th. 
§layer~--A Local Reference See Prof. Hedrick,Huntington,W.Va~ 
In Philip's "Life & Labor in the Old South". 





SLAVERY IN PE:!{DlET0N. 
I 
The Appalachian highla.nd is seldor0 adapted to la.rge farming 
operations. In early times the access to an outside ma.rket was 
far more inconvenient than in the lowland south But, neither the 
Scotch-Irish nor the Genna.n settlers of this mountain land, were, 
as a class, favorable to ala.very. Some of the religious sects 
among the Gennans were decided;y opposed to it. West of the Blue 
Ridge, the efore, slavery never ha.d the foot - hold it posessed east 
of the mountains. 
In 1756 there were forty black tithables in Augusta., indi-
cating a slave nopulation of not more than one- twentieth of the 
whole Runaways appear to ra.ve been of frequent occurrence. Yet 
slavery grew more rapidly than the general increase. In 1779 
Rockineham had 165 colored ti tha.bles, one-ninth of the inhabi-
tants being negroes. The ca:potation list for Pendleton in 1790 
mentions only three colored tithables. these being the :property of 
F ~ancis Evick. In 1834 there w~re 280 slaves. In 1850 there 
were 322 slaves, and thirt " - one frer:' colored, , a. tota.l of 
353. This was e% of the entire population. The same date nearly 
or quite coincides with the high water mark of the negro race in 
Pendleton. 
If the county were destitute of river bottom and of large a.nd 
sn!both areas of fertile upland, the number of slaves would always 
have been exceedingly small. But the river bottoms, with their 
adapta.bili ty to large and profitable fanning, ga.vv: a. conspicuous ad 
vantage to those fortunate nersons who owned these la.nde. This 
:! ( geographic condition quickly created a class of prosperous river 
fa.nners, who, under the industrial ideas of a "'ormer day, were not 
-1-
slow to resort to slave labor. Yet, very few became slave- holders 
( , on anything like a large sea.le, and few of the hill farmers follow-
ed their example. This geographic condition helped greatly to ac -
custom the people of the county to the mode of social and po;iti -
cal thought which was :prevalent east of the Blue Ridge. It had in 
consequence, an important bearing on the attitude of Pendleton 
during the crisis of civil war. 
The old laws relative to negro law breakers were severe, 
yet not without reason. The alave had not the f 0rethought, the ini -
tiative , nor the self - restraint which the white man had acquired 
through centuries of effort. He was a savage by instinct and he-
redity. Force, not sua.sion, was the one a:rgument he could compre -
hend, and he expected it to be applied swiftly and vi gorously. 
Leniency led only to a loss of respect toward those in authority 
over him. Thus we find that the negro who stole a horse or a 
hog was hanged. In 1779 a slave of Rockingham who killed a :r:r.an 
was ordered hanged, and his head set on a , ole. 
The early records of Pendleton contain considerable :rnention 
of begro crime . In 1810 a negro felon was branded in the hand 1 
and returned to his master . In 1811 negro Stevens was tried for 
plotting to kill, but was discharged. In 1812 negro Daniel was 
was branded in the hand for stealing a calico hatit, and a piece of 
muslin. In 18231 negro Lucy was sold for $11.25, the amount of 
jail fees, of which she was the occasion. In the same year, a ne-
gro named Ben stabbed John Davis. He was ordered burnt in the hand, 
given ten la.shes on the bare back, well laid on, and remained in 
,jail, subjec t to hthe:'of'gi_tn;\ of r is ma.ster. The most serious crin~e :JJcB 
was in 1843, when a girl named Maria, the slave of William Mc-
Coy, fataJ.ly stabbed a, negro youth belonging to John McClure. 
- 2 -
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II 
tragedv occu~red in Franklin, near the house recently torn down 
( '\ by John McCoy. Her trial tcok place in December. She W9 S :reprieved 
and sent south. 
Sometimes the slave was the cooeesi6n of law breaking on 
the part of the white man. In 1811 two men in the southwest of the 
county were tried for stealing a wench, but were discharged. In 
1859 a resident of the North Fork was j a i led for giving a ~ass to 
a negro, though not convicted. In the same year amother man 
committed a felony by helping three negroes to get away. 
The colonial records of Aug·: sta tell us that the age of a 
s1.ave child was 'Jassed upon by the county court, and ordered certi-
tied in the records. The whereabouts and the doi j gs of a slave 
were k ent under sc ~ .. ut i ny, and his 1 i b erty of movement Vias verJ. 
I 
much restricted. If a slave left :his l:laster s premises without a 
,ass,;' any person !:' i £:".ht brin ,c". him before a Justice, v1ho at his op-
tion might order a. whi:9pi-ng; or, for every s :,ch offense he r' ight 
be given ten lashes by the land-bwner upon whorn te had tres~assed. 
Ee rr isl~t not cgrry a gun, e.""<cept by the permit of a Justice. If he 
gave false testimony hachj ea.t m;ir :·ht, by turn, be nailed to . the pil-
lory and afterwards cut off, in addition to his receiving zg lashes 
at a whi 7~ing ~ost. The law of 1851 forbade the sale of , oisons to 
negro es. For an::r slave, or free negro to to 11 prepa.re, exhibit, or 
administer any medicine, whatsoever, '' was a felony punishable by 
death, unlees there were no ill intent, or result. He might • not 
give medicine, even in his own family without the consent of his 
:rr-aster. 
Before 1776 the slave was real estate in the eye of the 
law. After that date he was regarded as personal :property. The 
,( 
The person with at least one-fourth of negro blood--and there 
was a large and increasing number of such---was couted as a mulatto. 
Toward the perio~ of the civil war there were few whippings in 
Pendleton, in consequence of the disfavor with ~hich the institu-
tion was generally regarded. The non-slaveholder found his chief 
grievance against slavery to be in the too great ::,ettinf!'. which he 
thought the slave received, and which he found to make him imnudent. 
The dates of elave births were recorded in the family Bible, though 
on the fly leaves. With the master's consEnt, the slave might be 
baptized. When the estate was settled up, the slaves were divided 
among the heirs, a sin[{'le slave be~ng sanetimes held in --olural 
ownership. The small amount of slave holding tJ-,us beca:rr.e much dif-
fused. Perhaps the largest holder in the earlier years of the county 
was Daniel Capito. On the settlin~ of his estate in 1828, the 12 
el~ves were sold at auction for $2511.50. 
The capitation law on a slave was 44 cente in 1800 and $1.20 
in 1860. 
Sornetirres the freeing of a slave at a certain age is mention-
ed. in a will. Thus lJicholas H::=irper provides that his slave, Lydia, 
be set free vhen she is 30, if she behave herself, and that her 
child, Polly, be free at the age of 21. Sometimes there is a '7roviso 
that a slave be freed at a certair afse. "shojld the law 'lerrrit.'1 
1,;:ore emanci")atin? vvould have been done, but for the e:mbarrassin,:e stat-
ute of the freed negro. Solon~ as slavery rerained in force it was 
not des~ra'cle that such "".'ersons be m.lIT'erous. They continued, in a 
ce-dain degree, to be wards of their former ow!'}ers who were thus in 
a measure, res,onsible for their conduct. If the negro were under 
21, or over 45, or of unssound mind, he was sunDorted by the estate 
-4-
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of the forrr:er owner. The Constituion of 1851 required the registerin-
of the freedmen every five years. In the re;:istry were rn entioned 
a ge, color, and id entifyin ss marks. A copy of the ---. aper was given 
to the freed."T. :1 n. A cour.t y cort :r.:i ght then grant .him permission to 
live within its j urisdiction durin g r ood behavior. Sometimes, the 
a~pl 1cation was refused. Such a refusal was put up a gainst Eliza-
beth Dice in 1850. In 1845 the ~) etition of the negro Randall, was 
overruled; but two years later it was accepted. The freedman 
mi ght not carry a gun without a license, ~n1 if he wprked in another 
county, his certificate had to be re gistered there. He could not, 
hin;self hold slaves except by descent. If over 21 and a male, or un-
der 18 and a female, there w2s -:; em i ssion to choose a rraster. Rer,ov-
al fro~ the state forfeited a certificate, and ihe free negro of a ~si 
nether sta.te v:,as forbidden entrance into Vir 2'inia . 
The behavior of a negro, whether slave ~r free, was natural -
l y the J"" easure of the toler ,:; nt feeling extended toward him. It is 
said of a free negro named Hayes, who in the early years of the last 
century lived on a mountain north- east of R~ddle, that his boy s and 
girls were by g eneral co ~sent, ~llowed to attend the saITe school 
with the whit e ch~ldren. 
The war of 1861 overthrew the institution which ligrry A. i ise 
denounced as »a bli ght on the econorric de7eloprnent of the South, that 
repressed inventive talent, paralyzed Sa x on ener~ 1 , and le~t hidded 
the South's coTT'r- erci al re e ourc es . 11 The slaves and freedmen of 
1860 were to be f •-:' Ur.d. in rr ost nei :•·h--- orhoods of the county. Soon af -
ter the close of the war the'r had mostly, disappeared. In the val -
leys of the South Fork and the North Fork there are now none at all, 
with perha~s, a solitary exception in Circleville District. The 
continuance of a desire for black labor on the ~art of some of the 




colored ,eople a mile south of :B,ranklin. 'l'he settlement is known 
locally, ''Africa". It contains about seve!':ty persons, a nu.'!:ber of 
whom are immi g rants from other counU es. 'I'he only other g roup of coJr 
ed peo~le is composed of a few fa~ilies on the west sjde of the 
Blackt ~orn valley, and is known as Moatstown. These peo,le were 
never slaves. The negro ele~ent in Pendleton, es ~ecia ~ly that of 
Eoatstown, shows a lar ge adrr·ixture of w.•·'i te bbood. 
-f-
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· THE POlN.T OF - THE LAND PURCHASED OF WARD ON SANDY RIVER AND RUN 
BACK EQUAL DISTANCE ON EACH LINE SO AS TO INCLUDE THREE HUNDRED 
ACRES11· • 
ARTtCLE f: KOUNS IS TO GIVE POSESSION OF THE WHOLE Of THE LAND 
HEREBY
1 
SOLD IN THE PAYMENT Of THE SAID ONE THOUSAND DoLt,.ARS, BUT 
RESERVES THE USE Of ONE ROOM CALLED THE CARPENTER ts SHOP AND THE 
KITCHEN IN WHICH A NEGRO MAN LIVES FOR THE USE OF HIS FAMILY 
MONTHS; ALSO THE RIGT TO USE SUCH ARTICLES OF VEGETATfON FROM 
THE GARDEN WI-I I CH HE MAY WANT. 
ARTICLE 2: THE SAID MCKEAND IS TO G!Vt TO KOUNS THE POSESStciN 
or THE LAND ON SANDY 'N ONE MONTH, AND TO CONVEY THE SAME r N s r X 
MONTHS, WHEN REC r PROCAL DEEDS SHALL BE EXCHANGED BY THE PARTl Est•~ 
ART JC~E 3RD: THE TENANTS NOW ON THE LAND SOLD BY KOUNS, WHO 
ARE JAMES FULLER AND SOLOMON HARMON ARE TO HOLD POSESS ION UNTIL 
;THE Fl RST D·AV LOF MARCH, NEXT, AND GEORGE JOHNSON IS TO OCCUPY 
THE FI ELD HE RENTED OF KOUNS UNTIL THE Fl RST OF MARCH; AND THE' 
SAID MCKEAND IS TO HAVE THE BENEFIT OF SAID LEASES!'. 11 1N TEST!-
MONY WHEREOF, WE HAVE HEREUNTO SET OUR HANDS AND SEALS 11 • 
JACOB KOUNS (SEAL) 
WILLIS McKEAND(SEAL) 11 
SEPTEMBER f837. DEED SOOK VI. PAGE 476, 
SALE . OF SU\VES: 
"KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, THAT f, 0BAD I AH MERRI TT, 
OF CABELL COUNTY, VIRGINIA, FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE SUM 
OF TWELVE HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS TO ME IN HAND PA ID BY JOHN' · 
BoRTER, 'SR. OF SAID COUNTY AND STATE, THAT HAVE THIS DA~ SOLD 
-200-
• f___.. ; ' .J, 
· ,;!() '_i AND CONVEYED, AND BY THESE PRESENTS po SELL AND CONVEY UNTO THE 
SAID JOHN PORTER, THREE NEGRO SLAVES, AS FOLLOWS, TO - WIT: SPENCER, 
A MAN SLAVE ABOUT TWENTY- THREE YEARS OLD; ALSO MARGARET, A FEMALE 
SLAVE ABOUT TWO YE,ti, ?S OLD; CAROL I NE, A WOMAN SLAVE ABOUT TWENTY-
THREE, TO HAVE AND TO HOLD THE SAID NEGRO SLAVES UNTO HIM, THE SAID 
~OUC.~E.~ JOHN PORTER, HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS, FOREVER 11 • 
. 11 TO HAVE AND TO HOLD THE SAID SLAVES THE SAID OBEDIAH MER- · 
/ 
RI TT WARRANTS TO BE SUJVES FOR Lt FE; BUT IT IS UNDERSTC,OD THAT IF 
~NBIX&&~XXlIJ~ PELLINGTON MERRITT AGAINST WHOM THERE tS NOW A PROSECU-
TION DEPENDIN.G FOR FELONY, AND WHO IS OUT ON A RECOGNIZANCE WHtCH SAID 
PORTER, AS ONE OF THE SECURITIES SHALL MAKE HIS PERSONAL APP~ARANCE 
BEFORE THE NEXT CIRCUIT COURT OF LAW AND CHANCERY FOR CABELL COUNTY 
AND SHLL NOT DEPART WITHOUT THE LE~VE OF THE SAID COURT THAT THEN 
AND IN THAT CASE THIS BILL OF SALE, OR MoRTGAGE, TO BE VOID AND OF 
NO EFFECT; 0TH ERW I SE, TO REMAIN IN FULL FORCE11 • 
11\N I TNESS MY HAND AND SEAL TH IS 9TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, . f 837'' ~ 
\ 
OBADIAH MERRITT 
. ' \ 
DECEMB ~R 1837. DEED SOOK VI. PAGE 536. 
i 
\ MORTGAGE OF SLAVE: 
I, 
1 11 KNOW ALL MEN BY .THESE PRESENTS, THAT WE, 'NILLI S MCKEAND, 
I 
JOHN MCKEAND, AND JAMES MCKEAND FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE SUM 
. 
OF FIVE . HUNDRED DOLLARS THIS DAY LOANED TO SAID 'NILLtS MCKEAND HAVE , 
S9LD UNTO WILLIAM McCOMAS ONE NEGRO MAN NAMED DAVID, TO HAVE AND TO 
HOLD UNTO HIM, THE SAID WM.MCCOMAS, HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER; 
ANri THE SAID w·1~LIS, JOHN, AND JAMES MCKEAND HEREBY WARRANTS AND DE-





WtLLlAM McCOMAS, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS~ OR ADMINISTRATORS TO PAY TO 
,. 
( 
THE SAID WM. MCCOMAS, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS OR ADMINISTRATORS THE 
. . 
SAID SUM OF FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS, OR WHATEVER PART THEREOF MAY BE 
YET DUE UPON A SALE OF SAID BOY UNDER THE · FORECLOSURi OF THIS MORT-
GAGE, THE SAID McKEANDS FINDING ALL NECESSARY CLOTHING FOR SAID NEGRO 
MAN SLAVE~ OR SUCH A SLAVE AS JtM, WHO SHALL BE PUT INTO THE POSESSION 
OF SAID MCCOMAS DURING THE PRESENT WlNTER, AND MCCOMAS THEREAFTER 
UNTIL THE MONEY HEREINBEFORE MENTIONED SHALL BE FULLY PAIDu. 
IN TESTIMONY WHE~EOF, THE SAID WILLIS MCKEAND, JOHN MCKEAND AND 
JAMES MCKEAND HAVE HEREUNTO SET THEIR HANDS AND SEALS TH IS_ 18TH DAY. OF 
DEFEMBER, 1837H. 
APRlL 1838. DEED ·sooK VI I. PAGE 5. 
'NI LUlS MCKEAND 
JOHN MCKEAND 
JAMES MCKEAND 




llTHIS INDENTURE, MADE THE 4TH DAY OF APRIL, IN THE YEAR 
OF OUR LORD 1838 BETWEEN JAMES C. BLACK AND GEORGE A. BROWN, OF CA-
BELL AND MASON COUNTIES, VIRGINIA, OF THE FIRST PART; AND SAMUEL 
JULIUS, A MAN OF COLOUR, OF THE ~COND PART, WITNESSETH: THAT THE 
SAID PARTIES OF THE FIRST PART HAVE, FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF THE FAITH -
FUL SERVICES HEREAFTER RENDERED BY THE SAID SAMUEL, EMANCIPATED AND 
MANUMITTED AND BY THESE PRESENTS MANUMIT, LIBERATE, AND SET FREE FROM 
ALL INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE THE SAID SAMUEL FROM US, OUR HEIRS, EXECUTORS, 
ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS, AND FROM ALL PERSONS, WHATSOEVER BY THESE 
PRESENTS; HEREBY GUARANTEEING TO THE SAID SAMUEL .HIS LIBERTY, FRE~ 
-202-. 
. ,:·, 
,·· i I,(,• .. · . 
FROM ALL BONDAGE OR SLA vtRY WHATSOEVER1t. 
11 IN f f I TNESS WHEREOF WE HAVE HEREUNTO SET OUR HANDS AND 
5.EALS THIS DAY AND YEAR ABOVE WRITTE.N11 • 
JAMES C. BLACK (SEAL) II 
MAY 1830 . DEEDBoOK VII. PAGE.257. 
MANUMIT ION OF SLAVE: 
ttKNOW ALL MEN BY 'TH ESE PRESENTS, THAT l, SYLVESTER FULLER, 
OF THE COUNTY OF CABELL AND STATE OF VIRGINIA, FOR Aff IN CONSIDERATION 
OF THE FALTHFUL SERVICES fENDE.RED ME BY WINNY, A NEGRO WOMAN NO BE ~ 
LONGING TO ME, AND FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE SUM OF ONE DOLLAR 
TO ME IN HAND PALD BY THE ~AID WINNY, I HAVE MANUMITTED, LIBERATED, 
AND SET FREE FROM ALL INVOLUNTARY SLAVERY AND ~ERVITUDE THE SAID WINNY, 
FROM ME AND MY HEIRS AND FROM ALL PERSONS, WHATSOEVER, BY THESE PRE - . 
SENTS 11 .. . ' ' ' ·,,\. 
"IN WITNESS W,HEREOF I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND THIS 24TH.DAY x 
0 F DECEMBER, f 838 11 • 
.SAYLVESTER FULLER (SEAL)". 
JANUARY 1840. DEED BOOK VI I. PAGE 381. 
DEED OF TRUST ~J;~MI NG SLAVE MORTGAGED: 
''THIS INDENTURE, MADE THIS 28TH DAY OF JANUARY, 1840, BETWEEN 
' 
WAYNE McMAHON OF THE Fl RST PART, THOMAS THORNBJRG OF THE SECOND PART, AND 
WILLIS MOORE OF THE THIRD PART, ALL Of THE COUNTY OF CABELL AND THE 
STATE OF VIRGINIA, 
''WHEREAS, THE SAID WAYNE McMAHON IS JUSTLY INDEBTED TO THE SAID 
c· WILLIS 1MOORE IN THE SUM OF THREE HUNDRED AND: THIRTY- SIX DOLLARS AND 
·NINETY El GHT CENTS TO BE PA ID ON THE 28TH OF MAY IN THE YEAR OF 1840 
- 203-
( 
AS BY A ' BOND BEAR I NG EVEN DATE WI TH THESE PREXENTS, AND WHEREAS, THE 
WAYNE . . 
SAID Mc MAHON IS WILLING AND DESIROUS TO SECURE. 
"Now, THIS INDENTURE WITNESSETH: THAT FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION 
OF ONE DoU..,AR, LAWFUL MONEY OF VIRGINIA, TO THE SAID WAYNE McMAHON IN 
HAND PAID BY THE SAIDTHOMAS THORNBURG AT AND BEFORE THE ENSEALING AND 
. -
DELIVERY or THESE PRESENTS, THE REC~IPT WHEREOF IS HEREBY ACKNOWL-
EDGED BY THE SAID WAYNE MCMAHON, HATH GIVEN, GRANTED, BARGAINEDAND 
SOLD, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DO GIVE, GFANT, BARGAIN AND SELL TO THE · 
SAID THOMAS THORNBURG, HIS HEIRS AND ASStGNS FOREVER ONE NEGRO GIRL 
NAMED PHEBVu. 
ttTo HAVE AND TO HOLD THE SAID HEREBY GRANTED SLAVE' PHEBY- HEREBY 
I 
,CONVEYED TO THE SAID THOMAS THORNBURG, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMLNIS-
TRATORS AND ASSIGNS, FOREVER TO THE' ONLY PROPER USE AND BEHOOF OF THE 
SAID THOMAS THO~-NBURG, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, AND AS -
SIGNS, FOREVER". UPON TRUST, NE.VERTHELESS,. THAT THE SAID THOMAS THORN-
BURG, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS SHALL PERMIT THE SAID 
'NAYNE McMAHON TO REMAIN IN QUIET POSE.SSION OF THE SAID SLAVE UNTIL DE-
FAULT BE MADE IN THE PAYMENT OF THE S&ID SUM OF THREE HUNDRED AND THIR-
TY SIX DOLLARS AND NINETY-EIGHT CENTS, EITHER IN WHOLE OR IN PART, SHALL 
SO SOON AS THE HAPPENING OF SUCH DEFAULT OF PAYMENT OF THE SAID WILLIS 
MOORE, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, OR ASSIGNS SHALL REQUEST, SELL 
THE THE SAID NEGRO GIRL PHEBY TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER FOR READY MONEY AT 
PUBLIC AUCTION AFTER HAVING FIXED THE TIME AND PLACE OF SALE AT THEIR 
OWN DISCRETION AND GIVEN TWENTY DAYS NOTICE BY ADVERTISEMENT SET UP 
AT THE DOOR OF THE COURT HOUSE OF CABELL COUNTY PREVIOUS TO THE DAY 
OF SALEtt. 




( - -: SATISFYllil.G THE CHARGEA ATTENDING THIS TRUST PAY TO THE. SAtD Wit-
' 
LtS MOORE, Hrs EXECUTORS, OR ASSIGNS THE SAID SUM OF THREE HUNDRED 
AND THtRTY- SIX DOLLARS AND NINETY-EIGHT CENTS WITH THE INTERESW 
WHICH SHALL HAVE LAWFULLY ACCRUED THEREON; AND THE BALANCE, ff ANY 
SHALL PAY TO WAYNE McMAHON, HIS HEIRS, ExEcuroRs, ADMtNtSTRATORS, 
Or< ASSIGNS, ON OR BEFORE THE 28TH DAY OF MAY rN THE YEAR [840. 
WHEN THE SAME IS PAYABLE SO THAT NO DEFAULT OF PAYMENT OF THE SAID 
SUM OF THREE HUNDRED AND THlRTY-SlX DOLLARS AND NINETY- EIGHT CENTS~ 
MADE THEREON, THlS fNDENTURE TO BE VOID; ELSE TO REMAIN IN FULL 
FORCE AND EFFE;CT 11 • 
11 1N WITNESS WHEREOF TH£ SAID PARTIES TO THESE PRESENTS HAVE 
HEREUNTO SET THEIR HANDS AND AFFOXED THEIR SEALS THIS DAY AND. YEAR 
FIRST ABOVE WR I TTEN.11 • 
APRIL 1839. DEED BOOK VII. PAGE 44-$. 
SALE OF SLAVES: 
WAYNE McMAHON (SEAL) 
THOMAS THORNBURG (SEAL) 
WI LUS MOORE (SEAL) tt 
"THIS INDENTURE, MADE AND ENTERED INTO .THtS 19TH DAY OF APRIL 
ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED AND TWENTY- NINE, 
"BETWEEN GEORGE L. BURTON OF THE Fl RST PART, HENRY CLARK OF 
THE SECOND PART, AND JOHN LAIDLEY _OF THE THIRD PART, 
t'WITNESSETH, THAT WHEREAS THE SAID GEORGE L. BURTON IS JUSTLY 
INDEBTED mmTO THE SAID ~OHN LAIDLEY IN THE SUM OF THREE HUNDRED DOL-
LARS, PAYABLE lN NINE MONTHS, WITH INTEREST FROM THE DAY AND THE SAID 






! ! ' ' . 
"THAT ' ioR AND lN CONSIDERATION OF THE PREMISES, THE SAID GEORGE 
L. BURTON ~ATH GRANTED; BARGAI.NED,- AND SOLD, AND BY THESE PRESENTS 
DO GIVE, GRANT, BARBAIN AND SELL UNTO THE SAID HENRY CLARK A NEGRO 
WOMAN SLAVE NAMED PH EBY OF THE AGE OF TWENTY-IIHREE YEARS, NOW tN THE 
POSESSI IN OF THE SAID CLARK~ To HAVE AN.D TOLD SA ID SL, VE PHEBY TO 
-HlM AND HIS HEIRS FOREVER; YET, UPON THIS C'.ONDITION, THAT tF THE 
SAID GEORGE L. BURTON SHALL PAY TO THE SAID JOHN LAIDLEY- THE SAID 
SUM OF THREE HUNDRED DOLLARS WHEN THE SAME BECOMES DUE AND PAYABLE 
WITH ALL THE INTEREST THEREON., Wt.TH THE COSTS OF RECORDING THIS 
DEED THEN. TH IS DEED TO BE VO ID AND OF NO EFFECT; BUT · l r THE SAID SUM 
OF THREE HUNDRED · DOLLARS WITH THE tNTEREST, AS AFORESAID AND THE COST 
OF RECORDlN.G THIS DEED THEN THE ?AID HENRY CLARK AGREES THAT HE WILL 
SELL THE SAID NEGRO WOMAN SLAVE NAMED f'HEBY AT PUBLIC AUCTION AT 
CAB'ELL COUNTY GOU.RT House: ON SOME COURT DAY AFTER PUBLISH I NG ANOT I CE 
THEREOF" _ ONE MONTH AT THE CoURT HOUSE OF SAID COUNTY- OF CABELL; AND 
FROM THE PROCEEDS, PAY THE COSTS AND CHARGES OF SALE AND THE DEBT 
WITH-THE INTEREST TO SAID lAIDLEY; AND THE BALANCE, IF ANY REFUND TO 
THE SAID 'BURTON"., 
ulJ WtTNESS WHEREOF, THE PARTIES HAVE HEREUNTO SET THEIR 
HANDS AND SEALS THE DAY AND YEAR FORST ABOVE WR ITTEN11 • 
GEO. l. BURTON 
ATTEST: LOVEL H •. HARRlS. 
JUNE, 1840. DEED BOOK. VI I. -
' 
. - · TRANSFER OF SLAVE PROPERTY: 
ttJH IS f NDENTURE OF THREE PARTS MADE THE DAY OF 





r l RST PART, FRANCES' A.. S'n:vE~SON ·oF T~E SEC<;>ND P_ART, lAND ANN B. 
ST!;:VENSON,, OF THE TH I RD ·'PART: . 
fHE~EAS,- MARRl,AGE IS SHORTLY INTENDED TO BE HAD AND SOLEMNIZED 
BETWEEN. THE SAID ROBERT W: HANDLEY AND THE SAID FRANCE.S A. STEVEN-
SON, AND WHEREAS, THE SAID iFRANCES A. STEVENSON. IS POSESSED OF THE 
, I , • . 
tOLLOWtNG SLAVES, TO-WIT: W,ILUAM, GOVE.NOR, NED, . AGNES, HENRY, 
RENA, . LEWIS AND ANN, AND, WHEREAS IT HAS BEEN AGREED . THAT THE SAID 
! 
ROBT. W. HANDLEY SHOULD ;AFTER THE SAID INTENDED MARRIAGE R,ECE I VE 
A.ND ENJOY DURING THE JOINT LIVES OF THEM THE SAID ROBT. W. HANDLEY 
AND FRANCES .ti" STEVENSON THE USE AND OCCUPAT lON OF SA ID SLAVES, AND 
ALSO, THE SAME WITH THEIR INTERMEDIATE INCREASE FROM AND AFTER THE D ECEASf 
I ' 
0 F: SUCH OF TH EM THE SA Ip ROBERT W • . HANDLE
1
Y AND FRANCES A. SiEV ENSON, 
AS SHOULD Fl~ST HAPPEN. TO Dl_E, SHOULD BE AT THE SOLE AND ONLY DISPOSAL 
or THE. SAID FltANC.ES A. STEVENSON". 
I . • IINow, THIS - INDENTURE, W:lTNESSETH: THAT IN PERSEVERANCE OF THE 
1 ' . , ' 'I , , t I ' l ' ' ' , . ,' ·• . j . , ,./ • ), .I ' . . i I 
BEFORE RECITED AGREEMENT AND IN. CONS I DE RAT I ON OF THE .SUM OF ONE DOL-
LAR TO THE SAID FRANCES A. STEVENSON IN HAND PAID BV THE SAID 
, , AND DELI VERY 
AT AND ,BEFORE TH~ ENSEALING OF THESE PRESENTS, THE RECEIPT WHEREOF 
IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED, SHE, THE SAID FRANCES A.STENENSON, BY AND WITH 
THE PRIVILY CONSENT AND AGREEMENT Of THE S-AID ROBERT W. HANDLEY TES-
TIFIED BY HIS BEING MADE A PARTY TO AND HlS SEALLNG AND DELIVERY OF 
THESE PRESENTS, HATH GRANTED, BARGAlNED, SOLD, ASSIGNED AND TRANSFER-
RED AND SET OVER, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DOTH GRANT, 8ARGAIN, SELL, 
ASSIGN, AND YTRANSFER AND SET OVER UNTO THE SAID ANN 8. STEVENSON HIS 
EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS ALL THE SLAVES, TO-WIT: WI LL-
I AM, GOVENOR, NED,. A.GNES, HENRY, ~RENA, LEW IS AND ANN1~ • . 
,,nTo HAVE .AND ,TO HOLD THE SA f D SLAVES HEREBY CONVEYED UNTO THE 
. ' ' 




UPON SUCfl TRUSTS, NEVER.THELESS., AND TO AND FOR suc·H I.NTENTS AND PL& 
POSES- AND UNDER SUCH PROVISIONS AND AGREEMENTS AS HEREINAFTER MEN-
' 
TIO NED: THAT IS 'To SAY, IN TRUST FOR THE SAID,FRAN CESA. STEVEN-
SON AND HER ASSIGNS UNTIL THE SOLEMNIZATION OF THE SAID, INTENDED 
MARRlAGE THEN UPON TRUST THAT THE SAID- ANN 8. STEVENSON, HIS EXECU 
TORS, ADMINISTRATORS, AND ASSIGNS, SHALL AND DO PERMtT THE SAID i~ 
ROBERTW.' HANDLEY DURING THE JOINT LtVES OF THE SAtD ROBERT W. 
HANDLEY AND FRANCES A. STEVENSON, HIS INTENDED WIFE, TO HAVE, RE-
I .. 
CEIVE, TAKE AND ENJOY THE INTEREST AND. PROFITS OF THE SAID SLAVES 
HEREBY ASS.IGNED TO AND FOR HIS OWN USE AND BENEFIT, AND EROM AND 
AFTER THE DECEASE OF SUCH OF THEM, THE SA ID ROBERT W. HANDLEY 
AND FRANCES A. SrEVENSON AS SHALL FIRST HAPPEN TO DIE; THEN, UPON 
TRUST THAT THE SAID ARN B. ; STEVENSON, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRA -
. ' 
TORS AND ASSIGNS SHALL AND DO ASSIGN, TRANSFER, AND DELIVER OVER 
' 
ALL THE SAID SLAVES WITH THEIR lNCREASE TO THE ' $AID FRANCES A. STEV- . 
. . ' ' • ' .. 
. ' . ; 
ENSON IN CASE SHE SUllW&lE THE , SAlD ROBERT W. HANDLEY; BUT IF SHE DIE 
BEFORE HIM THEN UNTO SUCH ' PERSON. AND PER:$01111S AND AT THE TIME 
' ' 
AND TIMES AND IN SUCH PARTS AND PROPORTIONS, MANNER AND FORM AS SHE, 
THE SAID FRANCES A. STEVENSON SHALL FROM TIME TO TIME, NOTWITHSTANDIN.G 
HER OVERTURE BY ANY WRITING, OR WRITLNGS, OR BY HER LAST WILL AND TES -
TAMENT IN WRITING TO BE BY HER. SIGNED, SEALED, PUaLISHED AND DELIVERED 
IN THE PRESENCE OF THE LIKE NUMBER OF WITNESSES DIRECT LIMIT OR,R 
APPOlNT TO THE END THAT THE SAME MAY NOT BE AT THE DISPOSAL OF, OR 
SUBHECT TO THE CONTROL, DEBTS, PENALTIES,- OR ENGAGEMENTS OF THE 
SAID ROBERT W. HANDLEY, HER INTENDED HUSBAND; AND IN DEFAULT OF SUCH 
' 
'( . DIRECTION, LtMlTATION, OR APP.OINTMENT, THEN TO suc,H PERSON, OR PER-
..... / / i 
S.ONS AS WOULD BE ENTlTLED, .UNDER THE LAW. DISPOSING OF .THE PE'RSONAL 




11 1N WlTNESS WHEREOF THE FOREGOING PARTIES HAVE HEREUNTO SET 
THEIR HANDS AND SEALS THE DAY AND YEAR ABOVE WR I TTENH .. · 
ROBERT W. HANDLEY (SEAL) , 
FRANCES A. STEVENSON (SEAL) 
ANN B. STEVENSON (SEAL)1t . 
SIGNED, SEALED, ACKNOWLEDGED AND 
DELIVERED · IN THE PRESENCE OF US 
WITNESSES: 
CHARLES L. STEVENSON, . 
JOHN VINCENT, 
JANE M. McCLUNG. 
NOVEMBER · 1840. DEED SOOK VI r. PAGES 577-78 • 
. 'MORTGAGE OF SLAVES: 
"THIS INDENTURE, MADE AND ENTE'RED lNTO THtS 28TH DAY OF 
i 
NoVE, BER, IN °THE YEAR OF CHR ( ST ONE ·THOUSAND, EI.GHT HUNDRED AND FORTY 
. . ' 
, ) i , ; , ; ; I • 
BY AND BETWEEN WAYNE McMAHON OF THE FIRST PART, THOMAS THORNBURG OF TI-E 
SECOND PART AND NANCY McMAHON OF THE THIRD PART, ALL OF CABELL COUNTY, 
Vt RGI N"I A, Wt TNESSETH 11 : 
11THAT THE SAID \NAYNE McMAHON IS JUSTLY INDEBTED TO THE SAID 
NANCY MCMAHON IN THE SUM OF THREE HUNDRED AND NINETY - THREE DOLLARS, 
' DUE BY NOTEBEARING EVEN DATE .WITH THESE PRESENTS, AND THE SAID NAYNE 
BEFORE 
McMAHON, BEING WILLlNG AND DESIROUS TO SECURE THE PAYMENT OF TH£ XB~¥K 
MENTIONED SUM WITH THE LAWFUL lNT~REST WHICH MAY ACCRUE THEREON TO THE 
SAID NANCY McMAHON, THE SAID WAYNE MC,AHON HATH THIS DAY BARGAINED, 
SOLD, AND BY THE.SE PRE,SENTS DO BARGAIN AND SELL UNTO THE SAID THOMAS 
THORNBURG THE FOLLOWING PROPERTY, TO-WIT: ONE NEGRO GIRL NAMED PHEBY 
' ' ' I . 
11TO HAVE AND TO HOLD THE _SAID PROPERTY UNTO HIM, THE SAID THOM -
• 1 




THAT lS TO SAY THE SAID WAYNE McMAHO~ LS PERMlTTED TO RETAIN AND ' . 
KEEP POSESSION OF ALL THE BEFORE MENTIONED PROPERTY- AND TO USE AND 
ENJOY IT UNTIL HE SHALL MAKE DEFAULT IN THE PAYMENT OF THE ABOVE MEN-
TIONED SUM AS _HEREINAFTER PROVIDED FOR, AND THAT ts: SHALL THE SAID 
WAYNE McMAHON, HIS HEIRS, EXECUOTRS, OR ADMINISTRATORS FAIL TO PAY 
THE SAID NANCY McMAHON THE ABOVE MENTIONED SUM ON OR BEFORE THE FIRST 
DAY OF MAY, I 84f, TH EN AND IN THAT CASE THE SAID THOMAS THORNBURG, OR 
HIS LEGAL REPRESENTATIVES.SHALL SELL THE BEFORE MENTIONED PROPERTY TO 
THE HIGHEST BIDDER FOR READY MONEY, HAVING FIRST ADVERTISED THE TIME 
AND PLACE OF SALE AT LEAST TWENTY DAYS BEFORE THE DAY OF SALE; AND OUT OF 
THE PROCEEDS OF SUCH SALE FIRST PAY AND SATISFY THE COSTS AND dHARGES 
ATTENDING THE EXECUTION OF THIS TRUST, AND THEN PAV TO THE SAfD NANCY 
- McMAHON THE SUM Of THREE HUNDRED, NINETY-THREE DOLLARS AND INTEREST 
. J 
IF SO MUCH BE RAISED; AND ' THE BALANCE, lF ANY, . PAY TO THE· SAID WAYNE Mc 
MAHON OR H _IS LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE. BUT IF THE SAID WAYNE McMAHON 
SHOULD 'PAY THE SAID NANCY McMAHON THE ABOVE MENTIONED SUM, WITH ·tNTERES7 
; 
WHICH SHALL HAVE ACCRUED THEREON BEFORE - A SALE SHALL TAKE PLACE, THErf ANI 
' 
IN THAT CASE THE DEED IS NULL AND VO ID, AND OF NO EFFECT 11 • 
U(N WITNESS WHEREOF THE PARTIES TO THIS DEED INDENTURE HAVE 




NOVEMBER 1'842. DEED BOOK VIII. PAGES 307-8. 





uTHIS IND&NTURE, MADE THIS 3RD DAY Of NOVEMBE.R IN THE YEAR 
' 
' - Of OUR LORD 1842 BETWEEN JAMES HOLDERBY AND- ROBERT HOLDERBY, LATE 
MERCHANTS AND PARTNERS TRADING UNDER THE STYLE AND FIRM Or JAMES HoL-
' , I 
DERBY AND COMPANY, AND ALSO INDIVIDUALLY, BETWEEN THE SAID JAMES: 
~210'-
( 
HOLDERBY AND ROBERT HOLDERBY Of: THE FLR.ST PARTj AND JAMES C. 
WILLIAMSON., JOHN WILLIAMSON AND DAVLD MOORE OF THE SECOND PART; 
0WITNESSETH: THAT WHEREAS, THE SAID JAMES HOLDERBY AND COMPANY . 
AND THE SA ID JAMES HOLDERBY AND ROBERT HOLDERBY, TOGETHER WITH OTH-
ERS, DID TAKE FROM ALLEN McGINNIS, OF THE COUNTY OF CABELL AND STATE 
OF VI.RGI NI A A DEED OF TRUST EXECUTED TO AsSALOM HOLDERBY AS TRUSTEE, 
UPON CERTAIN SLAVES, TO-WIT~ CAROL I NE, Jo, MARRY, AND AaRAHAM AND UPON 
SUNDRY OTHER PROPERTY- IN SAID DEED OF TRUST ENUM~RATED, WHICH DEED OF 
TRUST BESRS DATE THE 26TH SEPT., 184-t AND IS RECORDED IN THE CLERK 1 S 
OFFICE OF CABELL COUNTY COUR.Ttt. 
"AND, WHEREAS, THE SAID JAMES C. WILLIAMSON, JOHN WILLIAMSON 
AND DAVID MOORE. DID TAKE. A DEED OF TRUST FR.QM THE SAID ALLEN McGtN-
'-....) 
NI S UPON THE SA ID NEGRO SLAVES IA.ND S.UNDRY OTHER PROPERTY TO SECURE 
A DEBT OWi NG FROM SAID ALLEN McGINNIS TO THEM OF FOUR HUNDRED. AND 
.,- FORTY-TWO DOLLARS AND TH I RTY-SIX CENTS, WH l,CH LAST DEE:D OF TRUST WAS 
EXECUTED TO JOHN lAtDLEY, [SQ. AS TRUSTEE, AND BEARING DATE THE 28TH 
' 
DAY OF Nov. 1842; AND WHEREAS, IT IS AGREED BETWEEN THE SAID JAMES 
HOLDERBY & Co. AND THE SAID JAMES HOLDERBY AND ROBERT HOLDERBY INDI-
VIDUALLY ON THE ONE PART; AND THE SAID JAMES C. WILLIAMSON, JOHN WILL-
IAMSON AND D\VID MOORE, OF THE SECOND PART THAT THE SAID DEED OF TRUST 
EXECUTED . BY THE SAID ALLEN McGINNIS TO SAID JOHN LAIDLEY, TRUSTEE FOR 
THE USE OF SAID JAMES C. WILLIAMSON, . JOHN WILLIAMSON AND DAVID MOORE 
SHALL AHVE •PREDEDENCE, BOTH IN SAil;) DEED EQUITY, AND SHALL FIRST BE 
SATISFIED OUT OF ANY AND ALL PROPERTY MENTIONED IN THE DEED OF TRUST 
EXECUTED TO SAID Wt LLI AMSONS AND MOORE, ALTHOUGH THE SAME PROPERTY 
MAY HAVE BEEN PREVIOUSLY CONVEYED TO ABSALOM HOLDERBY FO.R THE USE AND 
BENEFIT OF_ VAR I OUS TRUSTEES J .AMES HOLDERBY & Co., ROBERT HOLDERBY, AND 
OTHERS SO FAR AS THEIR INTEREST GOES·IN SAID DEED OF. T~UST, THE SI.ID 
; -2.11~ · · . 
. · .• ···•.··, 
( JAMES HOLDERBY AND COMPANY, . AND THE SAID JAMES HOLDERBY AND ROBERT 
HOLDERBY HEREBY NAMtNG ALL PRIORITY OF RIGHT TO THE s'AID JJ.\MES C. 
WILLIAMSON, JOHN WILLIAMSON, AND DAVID MoORE l'N THEIR DEED OF TRUST 
AFORESAID SO KAR AS THEIR ~ IGHTS, LEGAL 0~ EQUITABLE EXTENDED, THIS 
PREFERENCE IS GI VEN TO . SAID WI LL IAMSON & MOORE FOR THE ACCOMODAT I ON 
OF THE SAID ALLEN McGINNIS, A RELATI.ON.OF THE SAID JAMES AND ROBERT 
HOLDERBY, AND THE SAID JAMES HOLDERBY AND ROBERT HOLDERBY- FOR THE 
SUM OF ONE DOLLAR LN HAND PAID TO THEM, DO HEREBY TRANSFER AND CONV~ 
TO THE SAID J 'AMES C. WILLIAMSON., JOHN WILLIAMS.ON AND DAVID MOORE 
PR IORTTY IN LAW AND EAU I TY IN REGARD TO TH.E TWO DEEDS OF TRUST 
AFORESA IDtt. 
11 f N TESTIMONY WHEREOF THE SAID JAMES HOLDERBY AND ROBERT 
HOLDERBY HAVE HEREUNTO SET THEIR HANDS AND SEALS THIS.DAY AND DATE 
ABOVE WRITTEN". 
SIGNED, SEALED, ANDDELIVERED 
IN THE PRESENCE Of 
JAMES HOLDERBY (SEAL) 
ROBERT HOLDERBY (SEAL)tt 
NoVEMBER 1840. DEED SOOK VI 1.. PAGES 577- 8. 
MORTGAGE OF SLAVES: 
11THIS INDENTURE, MADE AND ENTERED INTO THIS 28TH DAY OF NO-
VEMBER IN THE YEAR OF CHRIST ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED AND FORTY 
BY AND BETWEEN 'NAXNE McMAHON OF THE FIRST PART, THOMAS THORNBURG OF THE 
SECOND PART AND NANCY McMAHON OF THE TH I RD PART, ALL OF CABELL COUNTY, 
VlRGINIA,u 
"WtTNESSETH: THAT THE SAID WAYNE McMAHON . IS JU-STLY INDEBTED 
TO THE SAID NANCY McMAHON IN THE SUM OF THREE HUNDRED A.ND NINETY-THREE 
·-212-
c·./ 
DOLLARS DUE BY NOTE BEARING ~X& EVEN DATE WITH THESE PRESENTS, 
AND rHE SAID 'NAYNE McMAHON • BEING WILLING AND DESIROUS TO SECURE 
THE PAYMENT OF THE BEFORE M_ENT IONED SUM WftTH "THE LAWFUL INTEREST WlfB 
WHICH MAY ACCRUE THEREON TO THE SAID NANCY McMAHON, THE SAID WAYNE 
McMAHON HATH THIS DAY BARGAINED, SOLD AND BY THESE PRESENTS DO 
BARGAIN AND SELL UNTO THE SAID THOMAS THORNBURG THE FOLLOWING RRO-
PERTY, TO-WIT: ' ONE NEGRO GIRL NAMED PHEBY. To HAVE AND TO HOLD a 
THE SAID PROPERTY· UNTO HlM, THE SAID THOM~S THORNBURG, HIS HEIRS 
AND ASSIGNS, FOREVER. LiPON TRUST, NEVER- THE - LESS THAT tS TO SAY 
THE SAID WAYNE McMAHON IS PERMITTED TO RETAIN A_ND KEEP POSESSION OF ALL 
OF THE BEFORE MENTIONED PROPERTY AND TO USE AND ENJOY IT UNTIL HE 
SHALL MAKE DEFAULT. IN THE PAYMENT OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED SUM, AS . 
HEREINAFTER PROVIDED FOR, RND THAT IS: SHALL THE SAi D ~VAYNE MCMAHON, 
' ' 
HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS OR ADMINISTRATORS FAtL TO PAY THE SAID NANCY Mc-
MAHON THE ABOVE MENTIONED SUM ON, OR BEFQRE THE FIRST DAY OF MAY, 
184.f, THE.N AND IN THAT CASE THE SAID THOMAS THORNBURG, OR HIS' LEGAL 
REPRESENTATIVE SHALL SELL THE BEFORE MENTIONED PROPERTY TO THE HIGHEST 
BIDDER FOR READY MONEY, HAVING FIRST ADVERTISED THE TIME AND PLACE OF 
SALE AT LEAST TWENTY DAYS BEFORE THE DAY OF SALE; AND OUT OF THE PRO-
CEEDS OF SUCH SALE FIRST PAY AND SATISFY THE COSTS AND CHARGES AT-
TENDING THE EXECUTION OF THIS TRUS~, AND THEN PAY TO THE SAID NANCY Mc 
MAHON THE SUM OF THREE HUNDRED AND NINETY-THREE DOLLARS AND INTEREST, 
IF SO MUCH BE RAISED; AND THE BALANCE, IF ANY, PAY TO THE SAID WAYNE 
McMAHON OR HIS LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE. Bur IF THE S.AID WAYNE McMAHON )6)4] 
SHOULD PAY THE SAID NANCY McMAHON THE ABOVE MENTIO~ED SUM, WITH IN-
TEREST WHICH SHALL HAVE ACCRUED THEREON BEFORE A SALE SHALL TAKE 
PLACE, THEN AND IN THAT CASE THE DEED IS NULL AND :vo ID AND OF NO EFFEc · 
"IN WITNESS WHEREOF THE PARTtES TO THIS DEED (NDENTURE ' HAVE 
. -2f3-
t r 
~ •>' :· 
• 
HEREUNTO SET THE.IR HAND
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• CAIELL 0oUNTVa HELEN KENT 
APRIi. 3,1941. 
. TH£R£ SE:E:MS TO BE NO RECORD OF A DEED OF TRANSfER · OF' SLAV£ ·.PROPERTY 
tROM 'TH~ SUIT MENTIONED IN MlNUTt BoOK Vl,PAG£ 274, BUT IN THE CIRCUIT 
OLERK 1S Uf'FICE IS THE FOLLOWING RECORD or SUIT BROUGHT BYD. B, $COTT 
AGAINST 'NIL,LtAM THARP AND MARGARET ,HIS WfFE, WHO WERE .tQI RESIDENTS 
OF CABELL \ioUNTVI . . . . . -. . . . . . · 
F'()J..LOWING · 1s THE SUMMONS :ro COURT 1ssugo TO WM. & MAROt1.R£T THARPI 
II THE QoMMONWEALTH OP' VIRGINIA . . . . 
To THE SHtRlt, or vABELL CoUNTV, GREE'ttNGI 
, . . .. WE COMMAND VOU . to . SUMMON WI LL I AM THARP AND MARGAR&T HIS WI FE• 
NoAH "'ARDWE:LL .AND"lt.LIAM KNtGMT• 
. . . .. . . IF THtV 8£ FQUND 'WITHIN VQUR BAILIWICK, TO APPEAR BR£F'OR.E 
THF: JUDGf: OF OUR Ct RCU IT: '-'o~RT F'Of\ THE \.iouNTV OF CABELL, AT RULES HELD 
tN THE CLERK •s· OFF I ct THERtOF" ·oN· THE f' 1 RST MoNDAV IN. THE MONTH o, MABQH • 
NEXT. TO ANSWER .A BILL IN OHANOERV EXHIBITED IN SAID "'OURT AGAINST THEM BV I 
DoLOPH B. sc·orT, AND UN~ESS"THEV 'SHALL ANSWER THE SA ID BILL WITH IN ONE 
MONTH THER£AF'T£R • ·rue: ""OURT Wl'LL TAK&: TH£ SAME FOR GONF'£SSED AND DECREE 
ACCORDINGLVJAND THIS SHALL IN NO WISE OMIT, UNDER THE PENALTY or $100 
tACH• .. - - . - . . . . . .. . · -· . · , 
. . WITN€SS ~ JOHN :,AMUELS, .Q.LERK OF OUR SAID liOURT AT THE 
CoURT HOUSe; Of" SAID t.iOUNTV , • YHE·'{(efl._ 11 DAY OF f EBRUARY t 18561 . 
AND IN THE 80TH VEAR Of" THE lioMMONWE'ft.LTH, . 
. JOHN SAMUELS "',0.C.-" : 
NOTATION ON THIS SUMt,10NS AS f"OLLOWSI · 
"WIL.Ll(?lM THARP, MARGARET HIS w1,t AND WILLIAM KNIGHT NOT 
F'OUND AND NON• • NHABI TANTS or TH£ CoMMONWEALTH• 
JOHN Me UNDERWOOD 
DEPT 
E • Me UNDERWOOD $, C. C.•" 
·--~~---~~~-~-----~---~~--~---~---~---·-----~--~---~-~------~-----THE FOLLOWING NOTICE APPEARED IN THEttUNIONIST" A PAPER PUBLISHED IN 
GuV~NOOTTE • 1856:· . 1 
J-; LAIDLE:VJAL.n UNIONIST OF'FIC£11 
GuvANDOTTt, VA. AuGyST 3,1857. 
J.C. "HEELER EDITOR• 
~ " AT RULES HELD IN TH£ CLERK'S OFFICE Of THE CIRUUIT CoURT 
OF CABELL OUNTY I ON THE 1ST MoNDAV IN JUNE 1857, . . . 
DoLOPH B. ..JCOTT 
Vs.. · 
HAMES THARP AND) 
MARGARET HIS w1,E ) IN CHANCERY 
AND WtLLIAM KNIGHT ) 
AND OTHERS 
THE OBJECT or THIS SUlT IS TO RECOVER THE INTEREST OF THARP 
AND WIF'E , AND TO GET A CONVEYANCE or THEIR INTEREST IN THE LAND 1N THE Bl 
BI LL MENT l-OOED 
.- IT APPEARING BV THE AFFIDAVIT Of' JOHN LAIDLtY THAT JAMtS 
THARP AND Wlf't: AND WtLLIAM KNIGHT, DEFENDANTS IN THIS CAU$1 AR£ NOT .IN• 
HABITANTS OF THIS CoMMONWEALTN. 
ITIS ORDERED THAT THE SAID DEFENDANTS DO APPEAR .HIRE ON THE 
FIRST MoNDAY IN AUGUST NEXT,, AND ANSWER THE 0OMPlt.lNANf' S BlL\ :AND THAT 
A COPV Of' THtS,ORDER 8£ INSERTED IN THE tt UNIONIST" t A NEWSPAPCR t PUB• 
LISHtD IN TH£ _OWN or GuVANDGTTE ,CABELL CouNTY,VIRQINIA., YOR rouR SUCOES• 
~UNTV HI STORY (iN ~ti CJ?£LL "oUNTV · 
SIVE: WtEKS AND .A LIKrCOPV POSTED AT THE 
houSF! f'OR THE l.lKE PERIOD,' . . •, 
A COPY TEST, - UOHN SAMUEI..S 
HELEN .KENT. 
· APRIL 3,-1941. 
f'RONT . ooo~ OF 0AB£:LL CoURT 
CLK. c. c. 
- ' . ' 
JUNE 28,l8 57, -ALSO COPY ·JuNe: 28'i• 
. . l1:tJNIONIST or,,ce· U · . . . 
GuVANDOTTE ;VA.JULY 28, {856.... . . 
. · . -·~
1 I, J. C."HEELER1· EDITOR QF THE 'UNIONISY, A PUBLIC.NEWS• 
PAP'ER , PUBLl'SHED ur GUVANOOTTE, CA8£;LL'--GUNTV, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE A 
ANN£XtDflORDER OF' PUBLICATION ' HAS BEEN PUBLISHED IN SAID PAPER, f'OUR sue ES 
I VE WEEKS COMMENCING ON 28TH DAV Of' JUNE A.D. 1856•· . . . 
ft£. $2~50 . . _. . . . . . J. c.· WHe;£~E·tt, EDTRe 
------~-----~-~-~~-----.-~----··--~~--------------~~-----~--·· foLLOWING'IS A L£TTE~ TO THE JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT Courd, IN TH£ HANDWRITI! 
OF" DoLOPH B. SCOTT, WHICH WAS ALSO IN THE FILE IN CIRCUIT CLERK 1S OFFICES 
- · . • . fHE ORATOR DoLOPH Bt, SCOTT STATES THU NATHANIEL CA~ELL DEOSD. 
LIVED ON~- TR~OT OF' ' LAND ON tOUR POL£ CRtEK IN THE SAID CouNTY or CABELL 
CONTAINING L60- ACRES, AND THAT HE LEF'T 'tVERAL CHILDREN• MI\RGARET, ft>AH 
AND A DAU~HTtn -wHO MA~RIEP. WM, KNIGHT• HAT ON THE 10TH DAV OF' AuGUST 1842, 
. GEORGE COTTRILL: AND WI FE- '"'e:BE:COA, · F'ORMERt..Y REBECCA CARDWELL, 
1
$0lJ) THEIR 
INTENT IN SAID LAND ·ro· WM;. KNIGHT, WHO PAID THEM f'OR TH.£ SAM£. THAT SAU) 
KNIGHT TOOK POSSESSION OF AND VET RETAINS POSSESSION, THAT 'MARGARET CARD• 
WELL MOVE: TO THE: ·STATE Of' INDIANA WHERE SHE MARRIED ONE WM. IHARPe THAT SHE 
CAM£ TO THIS COUNTY ON ~AVtSIT , WITH HER HUSBAND BUT REF'USED 'l'O EXECUTE A l 
DEED UNLESS SHE WAS PAlu·FuRTHtR SUM OF MONEY, AS TH£ LAND WAS THtN U.4• 
PROVEl>uAND INCREASED I ~R\l.t~UEJ BUT SOU). THE SAM£ TO t3ROTHtR NOAH 'CARDWELL. 
. . YOUR ORATOR CH1iRUtl THAT NOAH CARDWELL AT THE TtM£ HE ,uROHASED Of' ; 
HIS SISTER MARGARET THARP WELL KNEW AND HAD NOTICE FOR MANY YEARS BEFORE Tl 
THAT WM. KNIGHT HM., BOUGHT AND PAID FOR THE LAND, HELD A BON.D J::OR TH£ CONVE' 
ANCE OF' A TITLE AND HAD POSSES.ION Of' THE L.ANDe . 
. . YOUR ORATOR CHARGES THAT HE PURCHASED THE SAID BOND Of Jlt. KNIGHT 
2211 APRIL--1852;.. HE KNIBHT ASSIGNS IT TO YOUR ORATOR WHICH BOND WITH ITS 
ASSIGNMENT AND "A DESCRIPTION or THE 160 ACRE TRACT OF I.AND IS HEREWtTH 
FILED AS PART OF THIS Bt LL• . 
YOUR ORATOR l!#/f.11# THEREF'ORE PRAVS t THAT 'Nu• THARP, MARGARET 
HIS WI F'E J ~AH CARDWELL AND W1 Ll.lAM KN 1 GHT BE MADE AND TAKEN AS DtfENDANT: 
TO THIS BILLAND THAT DEF'Te ~k)'AH "ARtlWELLIN HIS ANSWER SPECIALLY SET OUT , WI 
WHEN HE PURCHASED , FOR WHAT SUM AND 'MiETHER PAID f'OR OR NOTJ AS . ALSO DID H 
AT THE TIME OF HIS PURCHASE: AND BEFORE t OF THE EXISTENCE OF' THEIS BOND EXEt 
CUT£ TO .. ILLIAM KNIGHT AND WAS IT NOT A MATTER CoMMON 
OWNED THE BOND GIVE ' BY MARGARET BEFORE HER MARRIAGE TO ~M. kNIGHT, THAT 
YOUR HONOR DIRECT A CONVEYANCE TO YOUR ORATOR FOR DIVIDED INTEREST THE SD 
]'WANT OF' LAW , SO AS TO QI! I Nr,; TO HIM THE f'ULL INTENT OF' M&RGARET AND THE ' 
TIME SHE SOLD TO \VM, KNIGHT AND SUCH OTHER AND FURTHER RELIEF AS IN EQUITY 
HE IS IN TO WIT AND AS IN DUTY BOUND H£ WILL EVER PRAY 'l'TO BE, 
o· B,. Scott" . 
IN#'r.JNN'f#Jf#l FRoM rlLt No. 21s- CtRou1T CLERK 1s OrFlct 
CABELL COUNTY• 
